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Almost Human: How R2-D2 Became the Most Beloved Robot in the Galaxy  

Many Star Wars characters loom large in the imagination—the sepulchral Darth 

Vader, the swaggering Han Solo, the take-charge Princess Leia. But one charac-

ter implausibly worked its way into people’s hearts: R2-D2. 

With its stubby little body, blooping voice and wide round eye, R2-D2 was a 

curiously endearing machine. Fans went crazy for the droid, knitting winter hats 

in its shape and building computer cases that looked like its body. Even Star 

Wars actors went a bit googly-eyed when they were on the set alongside the 

droid. “There is something about R2-D2,” as the robot’s original designer, Tony 

Dyson, has said, “that people just want to cuddle.” 

In 1983, when Return of the Jedi was released, Smithsonian curator Carlene 

Stephens wanted to preserve an artifact from this pop-cultural moment. The 

Smithsonian contacted Lucasfilm executives, who sent over one of their R2-D2 

models, along with its companion, C-3P0. The R2-D2 pictured here is now part 

of the Smithsonian’s permanent collection. 

But what precisely is the source of R2-D2’s allure? There are plenty of movie 

robots. Few stir emotions as richly as this one—particularly given that it looks, 

as Stephens jokes, “like an industrial vacuum cleaner.” Yet that might be the 

secret to its appeal. To understand R2-D2, you have to wrap your mind around 

a theory called “the uncanny valley.” 

The concept was first posed in 1970 by the Japanese roboticist Masahiro Mori. 

He’d noticed that as robots grow more realistic, people’s attitudes toward them 

change. When a robot is toylike and capable of only simple, humanlike ges-

tures, we find it cute. If it starts looking and acting a bit more human, we find it 

even more endearing. But if it gets too human—as with, say, a rubbery pros-

thetic hand—we suddenly shift allegiance. We find it creepy. Our emotional 

response plunges into what Mori called the uncanny valley. 

Why would overly realistic robots so unsettle us? When they become nearly 

human, we start focusing on the things that are missing. We notice [More] 

TOP VIDEO OF THE WEEK: Cano Surprises NY Fans 

Titera’s Titbit: The Loch Ness Monster 

Although accounts of an aquatic beast living in Scot-

land's Loch Ness date back 1,500 years, the modern 

legend of the Loch Ness Monster is born when a 

sighting makes local news on May 2, 1933. The newspa-

per Inverness Courier related an account of a local cou-

ple who claimed to have seen "an enormous animal 

rolling and plunging on the surface." The story [More] 
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